Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) – IJMEMS
(https://www.ijmems.in)

Q. How long time does it take in the peer-review process of manuscript?
Answer: Generally, in first review process, it takes 4 months to 6 months time, but it is
extendable.

Q. How long time does it take the manuscript to be accepted?
Answer: There is no such time limit.

Q. Can I send/submit my colleague’s manuscript to the journal?
Answer: No. Only author must submit the manuscript as a corresponding author.

Q. What is the submission format/template?
Answer: Only MS word 2010
https://ijmems.in/forauthors.php

or

later.
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Q. Can I submit in latex/pdf format?
Answer: No. Only MS word 2010 or later will be considered for review process.

Q. What is the extra/over length page charges?
Answer: After 10 pages as mentioned at the journal link https://ijmems.in/publicationfee.php

Q. What is submission fee?
Answer: There is no submission fee.

Q. What is Article Processing Charges (APCs)?
Answer: There is no Article Processing Charges (APCs).

Q. How long does the manuscript need to publish in an issue?
Answer: Accepted manuscript(s) will be publish in forthcoming issues or as per the
requirement, automatically.

Q. How to submit a manuscript to IJMEMS?
Answer: The manuscript must be submitted online through e-mail at eicijmems@ijmems.in
only, by any one from the authors, as corresponding author using his/her official e-mail id.

Q. How many papers can be submit in one e-mail?
Answer: In one e-mail, only one paper must be submitted.

Q. When can the manuscript be submitted?
Answer: The manuscript can be submitted throughout the year to the journal.

Q. Is there a fast review process?
Answer: No, there is only normal review process. Students/faculties needing a quick decision
should note that papers not to submit to IJMEMS because it will take 4 months to 6 months
time to complete the first review process.

Q. Can authors reuse the text/figures/tables from other published work?
Answer: No. Authors must use their own original unpublished material.

Q. What is the article length as per IJMEMS format?
Answer: Generally, minimum 9 pages and maximum 30 pages.

